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How to Win the Argument:   
Increasing Asylum Support Rates 
 
What Is the Current Situation? 
Over the last fifteen years, successive British governments have passed a range of legislation  
designed to reduce the number of asylum applications in the UK. These policies are largely based on the  
assumption that restricting access to services and support will deter people who are seeking asylum from  
coming to the UK, and force refused asylum seekers to return home.  
 
The 1999 Immigration and Asylum Act cemented this approach. The Act created an entirely separate support system 
under the auspices of the Home Office and reduced asylum support rates to 70% of Income Support (housing and 
utility bills are paid for separately for those who have no other source of support). This was considered to be 
sufficient to meet ‘essential living needs’ for the anticipated six-month duration of an asylum claim. In reality, people 
seeking asylum in the UK are on average dependent on asylum support for 18 months.  
 
The current asylum support system is complicated and inefficient. Support levels have been reduced well below 70% 
of Income Support leaving the vast majority of people seeking asylum unable to meet their essential living needs. 
People who have been refused asylum are often left completely destitute, without any support at all.  These policies 
are founded on the myth that people seeking asylum have been drawn to the UK because of our ‘generous’ benefits 
system, and that the numbers of people who seek asylum can therefore be controlled by limiting access to services 
and support. In fact, all the evidence indicates that most people who seek protection in the UK are not aware of our 
benefits system and many do not even know they will end up in the UK when they flee their homes.  
 

Understanding Asylum Support  
 When an individual applies for asylum in the UK they are effectively prohibited from working to support 

themselves whilst their claim is being processed by the Home Office, despite often bringing a wealth of skills 
that could benefit the UK economy. As a consequence, unless they have another source of support, people 
who are seeking asylum are forced to be dependent on support from the UK Government. 
  

Section 95 Support 
 An asylum-seeking individual is only eligible for state-funded support if they have no other means of 

supporting themselves whilst their claim is being processed (i.e. would have nowhere to live and/or be 
unable to meet their essential living needs).  

 
 The support granted at this stage in the process is known as Section 95 and consists of a weekly cash 

payment and accommodation (although it is possible to only apply for financial support). For a single adult, 
support amounts to just £36.62 per week).  

 
 Accommodation is provided on a no-choice basis in ‘dispersal’ areas across the UK, meaning people are 

often cut off from family, friends or other support networks.   
 
Section 4 Support 

 If an asylum seeker is refused, they may be able to apply for Section 4 support in very limited circumstances 
(e.g. they have made a fresh claim or are taking ‘reasonable’ steps to leave the UK, but find their travel is 
impeded through no fault of their own. 
 

 Under Section 4, financial support is administered through a pre-paid ‘Azure card’ and asylum seekers must 
stay in accommodation provided by the Government. For a single adult, Section 4 support amounts to just 
£35.59 per week (just over £5 per day). 
 

 The Azure card cannot be used to pay for phone credit or travel. The card can only be used in a limited 
number of shops, meaning people often have to walk a long way to buy essential items. Shop assistants are 
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often unfamiliar with the card – this causes confusion and embarrassment and can mark people who are 
using the card out asylum seekers.  

 
 

What Do We Want? 
We want all people seeking asylum in the UK to be provided with sufficient support to meet their essential living 
needs while they remain in the country. We also want asylum seekers to be given permission to work if their cases 
are not resolved in six months or they have been refused but cannot be returned through no fault of their own (see 
separate briefing on Permission to Work). 
These calls are endorsed by Still Human Still Here - a coalition of over 60 organisations, including the Church of 
England and Catholic Archbishop Conferences, Crisis, Oxfam, the British Red Cross, the Children’s Society, Refugee 
Action, Refugee Council, local charities and several City Councils.  
 
We hope that the arguments outlined below will help you in any conversations you have with your local 
representatives, colleagues, friends and family. Check out our website for the latest action on support rates! 

 
 

How to Win the Argument! 
1. Asylum Support Fails to Meet the Essential Living Needs of People Seeking Asylum, and 
Forces Them to Live Below the Poverty Line  
- Forcing people to live below the poverty line while they fight for safety from persecution is inhumane. People 
seeking asylum have been forced to flee their home countries – places like Syria, Iran and Somalia - due to conflict 
and persecution. Many arrive in the UK after having been threatened, detained, beaten or tortured.  
 
- Asylum support rates have not been raised in line with inflation: Some groups of asylum seekers have seen their 
support rates cut in recent years and while Income Support has risen annually (in line with cost of living rises), 
Section 95 and Section 4 rates have not been increased since April 2011. As this table illustrates, this now means that 
a single adult who is over 25 and in receipt of Section 95 support receives the equivalent of just 52% of Income 
Support (2012/13). For full details, see Report of the Parliamentary Inquiry into Asylum Support, January 2013 – 
Appendix D.  
 

 Mainstream 
Income Support 

Section 95 % of 
Mainstream 

Section 4 % of 
Mainstream 

Single Adult (18-
24) 

£56.25 £36.62 65% £35.39 63% 

Single Adult (25+) £71.00 £36.62 52% £35.39 50% 

Couple, no 
children 

£111.45 £72.52 65% £70.78 64% 

Couple, with 
children  

£128.85 £72.52 56% £70.78 55% 

 
Research about asylum support conducted by the national charity Refugee Action found that the majority of their 
respondents struggled to feed themselves and their children, and could not afford essential items including clothes, 
shoes or medicine.  
 
- In 2013, the Government announced that there would be no increase in asylum support rates for the second year 
in a row. This triggered a legal challenge from Refugee Action which argued that the amount paid to destitute 
asylum seekers was unlawful because it was insufficient to meet their essential living needs or to provide a dignified 

http://www.stillhumanstillhere.wordpress.com/
http://regionalasylumactivism.wordpress.com/
http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/tcs/asylum_support_inquiry_report_final.pdf
http://www.refugee-action.org.uk/assets/0000/6676/Refugee_Actions_response_to_the_HASC_inquiry_on_asylum_April_2013.pdf
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standard of living. On 9th April 2014, the High Court ruled that the Government’s assessment of the amount needed 
by asylum seekers to avoid destitution1 was flawed and ordered the decision to be taken again. 
 
- The ruling states that the Government failed to take account of certain items that must be considered as essential 
living needs, such as non-prescription medicine, nappies, formula milk, basic household cleaning goods and the 
opportunity to maintain relationships and participate in society. It also revealed that a number of other errors were 
made by the government when calculating how much was needed by asylum seekers to meet their essential living 
needs.  
 

2. Low Support Rates Impact Negatively on Children 

- Almost 40% of those on Section 95, and almost all respondents on Section 4, reported that they did not have 
enough money to buy adequate food to feed themselves and their dependents, according to Refugee Action’s 
research. 
 
- Asylum support also fails to enable parents to care appropriately for their children. Two thirds of the lone parent 
respondents on Section 95 reported that they could not buy non-prescription medicine, or baby products such as 
nappies, formula milk or bottles.  
 
- All lone parent respondents reported that they could not buy items for their children’s education and wellbeing, 
such as toys, books or stationary.  
 
- All of the parents on Section 4 reported a negative impact on their child’s health as a result of the level of support.  
 

3. Inadequate Support Affects the Health and Wellbeing of People Seeking Asylum  
- One of the justifications for lowering asylum support rates was that both Section 95 and Section 4 were only 
temporary. However, the average time an individual spends in receipt of Section 95 is 18 months, whilst a recent 
Parliamentary Question revealed that over half of those in receipt of Section 4 had been receiving it for over 2 years. 
In March 2014, 8,000 people had been waiting over 6 months for a decision on their asylum claim.    
 
- Extended periods of time living on £5 per day has detrimental effects on the health – both physical and mental – 
of people seeking asylum in the UK, as well as impeding their ability to fully participate in the asylum process. 
Extended periods of time spent living on asylum support is partly the result of poor decision making on asylum 
applications (see separate briefing on our website).  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
4. Decisions to Refuse Asylum Support are Often Overturned on Appeal  
- Some people seeking asylum are left without any statutory support even though they qualify for it. According to 
the Asylum Support Tribunal statistics for April-August 2012, 50% of oral and paper appeals against decisions to 
refuse support were either allowed or remitted. When applicants were represented by Asylum Support Appeals 
Project (ASAP) this percentage increased to 66%.  A survey of destitute asylum seekers represented by ASAP 
between July 2011 and January 2012 found that, where the support decision related to destitution, 80% of these 
cases were overturned on appeal. This indicates that there are serious problems in the asylum support decision 
making process. 

 

                                                           
1
 N.B. This applies to asylum seekers whose case has not yet been fully determined. Refused, all rights exhausted asylum seekers 

largely do not have access to public funds or asylum support and are entirely destitute, with the exception of those who are 
eligible for Section 4 support.  

“The Committee are concerned that the length of time taken to receive an initial decision may severely impact on 
the health and wellbeing of asylum applicants.” 
 
Home Affairs Select Committee Inquiry on Asylum, 11 October 2013.  

 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmhansrd/cm130212/text/130212w0001.htm#130212w0001.htm_wqn6
http://regionalasylumactivism.org/resources/
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5. Raising Support Rates Will Not Increase Asylum Applications to the UK 
- No matter how difficult living conditions are made for people seeking asylum in the UK, this is unlikely to force 
asylum seekers to leave because of their fears about what would happen to them if they returned to their country 
of origin. 
 
- There is also no evidence to suggest that increased support rates would attract greater numbers of asylum 
seekers to the UK. The Home Office’s own research into why people claim asylum in the UK showed that people 
seeking asylum have limited control over their final destination and know little about UK asylum procedures and 
entitlements to support.  
 
- The UK’s own experience confirms these findings. In 1996 and 1999, the UK introduced a raft of restrictive policies 
in relation to support provisions, but asylum applications rose despite these measures. 
 
- Counties such as the Netherlands receive far fewer asylum applications than the UK, despite having a more 
generous asylum support system and allowing applicants to work six months earlier than in the UK.  

 
6. Raising Support Rates Will Help People Seeking Asylum Fully Engage with the Legal 
Process 
- Under the current system, lack of access to adequate support can prevent people from properly engaging with 
their legal case: lack of funds to travel to solicitors’ appointments or pay for phone credit can make communication 
difficult; frequently moving address or being made completely destitute can prevent people from responding to 
letters about their case; and anxiety about where they are going to sleep or get their next meal can prevent people 
from having the emotional and physical resources to engage with the legal process. 
 

7. Raising Support Rates is in Line with Government Policy and Would Ultimately Save the 
Government Money 

- In 1999, asylum support rates were set by the Government at 70% of Mainstream Income Support. Since then, the 
government has cut asylum support rates and many people seeking asylum now receive barely more than 50% of 
Income Support.  
 
- Using the Joseph Rowntree Foundation’s work on minimum income standards, Still Human Still Here calculated 
that in order for a single adult asylum seeker to meet their essential living needs (food, travel, toiletries and 
clothing) they would need to receive no less than £43.60 per week. 
 
- Returning asylum support levels to at least 70% of Mainstream Income Support would allow those seeking 
protection to live in dignity, not poverty, and meet their essential living needs whilst they state their case for a safe 
haven from persecution.  
 
- This is not without precedent: The German Government recently found that their asylum support levels (equivalent 
to £6 p/day) were not sufficient, and raised them to £8 p/day alongside mainstream benefits.  
 
- Whilst there would be a cost implication to the Home Office associated with increasing asylum support rates, the 
Government could offset these costs by simplifying the asylum support system and abolishing Section 4 (as 
recommended by the Home Affairs Select Committee Inquiry on Asylum). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Cross-Party Home Affairs Select Committee concluded that “We are not convinced that a separate support 
system for failed asylum seekers, whom the Government recognise as being unable to return to their country of 
origin, is necessary […] Section 4 is not the solution for people who have been refused but cannot be returned and 
we call on the Government to find a better way forward.” 
 
Home Affairs Select Committee Inquiry on Asylum, 11 October 2013.  

 

http://www.irr.org.uk/pdf/understand_asylum_decision.pdf
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Further Reading 
Report of the Parliamentary Inquiry into Asylum Support, January 2013: 
http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/tcs/asylum_support_inquiry_report_final.pdf 
 
Evidence on the destitution of asylum seekers for the Home Affairs Select Committee inquiry: 
http://stillhumanstillhere.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/home-affairs-select-committee-evidence-from-shsh-20-
april-2012.pdf    
 
Home Affairs Select Committee Inquiry on Asylum, October 2013: 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmhaff/71/7102.htm  
 
Still Human Still Here Briefing on EDM 99 on the High Court Judgment on Asylum Support 
https://regionalasylumactivism.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/briefing-on-issues-in-edm.docx  

For further information, please contact your Local Regional Asylum Activism Co-ordinator 

North West || Estelle Worthington || northwest@regionalasylumactivism.org 

Yorkshire and Humberside || Lorna Gledhill || yandh@regionalasylumactivism.org  

West Midlands || Sunny Omwenyeke || westmidlands@regionalasylumactivism.org  

http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/tcs/asylum_support_inquiry_report_final.pdf
http://stillhumanstillhere.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/home-affairs-select-committee-evidence-from-shsh-20-april-2012.pdf
http://stillhumanstillhere.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/home-affairs-select-committee-evidence-from-shsh-20-april-2012.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmhaff/71/7102.htm
https://regionalasylumactivism.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/briefing-on-issues-in-edm.docx
mailto:northwest@regionalasylumactivism.org
mailto:yandh@regionalasylumactivism.org
mailto:westmidlands@regionalasylumactivism.org

